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Pop Biographies (Set) 2023-08 meet the world famous entertainer zendaya this title introduces zendaya from
her beginnings in oakland california and leads readers through her shining career touching on each stage of
her life easy to understand text and full color images explain just how much zendaya has accomplished qr
codes in the book give readers access to book specific resources to further their learning aligned to common
core standards and correlated to state standards discoverroo is an imprint of pop a division of abdo
Andy Warhol, Prince of Pop 2009-03-25 in the future everybody will be world famous for 15 minutes the
campbell s soup cans the marilyns the electric chairs the flowers the work created by andy warhol elevated
everyday images to art ensuring warhol a fame that has far outlasted the 15 minutes he predicted for everyone
else his very name is synonymous with the 1960s american art movement known as pop but warhol s oeuvre
was the sum of many parts he not only produced iconic art that blended high and popular culture he also made
controversial films starring his entourage of the beautiful and outrageous he launched interview a slick
magazine that continues to sell today and he reveled in leading the vanguard of new york s hipster lifestyle the
factory warhol s studio and den of social happenings was the place to be who would have predicted that this
eccentric boy the pittsburgh bred son of eastern european immigrants would catapult himself into media
superstardom warhol s rise from poverty to wealth from obscurity to status as a pop icon is an absorbing tale
one in which the american dream of fame and fortune is played out in all of its success and its excess no artist
of the late 20th century took the pulse of his time and ours better than andy warhol praise for vincent van
gogh portrait of an artist this outstanding well researched biography is fascinating reading school library
journal starred readers will see not just the man but also the paintings anew the bulletin starred an
exceptional biography that reveals the humanity behind the myth booklist starred a robert f sibert honor book
an ala notable book
Michael 2011-03-21 this book offers a lively and entertaining chronicle of the life and legend of the king of
pop colorful anecdotes quotations fun facts and stories celebrate michael jackson s life and career hundreds of
photographs pay tribute to each stage of mj s life from his motown roots with the jackson 5 to his untimely
death in 2009 highlighting everything from michael s hit records and groundbreaking videos to his
eccentricities and unique lifestyle this book is a must have for mj fans around the world
Iggy Pop: Open Up and Bleed 2011-12-07 fellow rock stars casual members of the public lords and media
magnates countless thousands of people will talk of their encounters with this driven talented indomitable
creature a man who has plumbed the depths of depravity yet emerged with an indisputable nobility each of
them will share an admiration and appreciation of the contradictions and ironies of his incredible life even so
they are unlikely to fully comprehend both the heights and the depths of his experience for the extremes are
simply beyond the realms of most people s understanding from the prologue the first full biography of one of
rock n roll s greatest pioneers and legendary wild men born james newell osterberg jr iggy pop transcended
life in ypsilanti michigan to become a member of the punk band the stooges thereby earning the nickname the
godfather of punk he is one of the most riveting and reckless performers in music history with a commitment
to his art that is perilously total but his personal life was often a shambles as he struggled with drug addiction
mental illness and the ever problematic question of commercial success in the music world that he is even
alive today let alone performing with undiminished energy is a wonder the musical genres of punk glam and
new wave were all anticipated and profoundly influenced by his work paul trynka former editor of mojo
magazine has spent much time with iggy s childhood friends lovers and fellow musicians gaining a profound
understanding of the particular artistic culture of ann arbor where iggy and the stooges were formed in the
mid to late sixties trynka has conducted over 250 interviews has traveled to michigan new york california
london and berlin and in the course of the last decade or so at mojo has spoken to dozens of musicians who
count iggy as an influence this has allowed him to depict via real life stories from members of bands like new
order and the red hot chili peppers iggy s huge influence on the music scene of the 70s 80s and 90s as well as
to portray in unprecedented detail iggy s relationship with his enigmatic friend and mentor david bowie trynka
has also interviewed iggy pop himself at his home in miami for this book what emerges is a fascinating
psychological study of a jekyll hyde personality the quietly charismatic thoughtful well read jim osterberg
hitched to the banshee creation and alter ego that is iggy pop iggy pop open up and bleed is a truly definitive
work not just about iggy pop s life and music but also about the death of the hippie dream the influence of
drugs on human creativity the nature of comradeship and the depredations of fame
Lady Gaga: Looking for Fame 2010-09-06 lady gaga looking for fame the life of a pop princess is the
electrifying biography by paul lester and explores stefani germanotta s rapid rise to global stardom in the
guise of the outrageous lady gaga hers has been a triumph achieved with the help of wild image making
infectious pop hits and a teasing strand of ambiguous sexuality that has turned her into a gay icon at heart it s
the story of a unique self made phenomenon a madonna for today as an adoring fan of freddie mercury and
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david bowie lady gaga took the essence of 80s glam and reinvented it for the digital age commercially
successful and critically accepted she shot from obscurity on manhattan s lower east side club scene to
worldwide fame in just a couple of years this is the story of her high speed rise in the fame game told with a
mix of admiration and sharp journalistic insight
Biographies for Kids - All about Michael Jackson: The King of Pop and Style - Children's Biographies
of Famous People Books 2017-02-15 let s get to know michael jackson and his craft this cool educational
resource will help your child learn about the king of pop while picking up new vocabulary too sure movies are
available but reading enriches a child s experience grab a copy and read with your child don t forget to ask
questions to verify understanding have fun
Macmillan Readers Michael Jackson 2010 biography of music pop star pink
Pink 2014 meet famous music star pharrell williams in this engaging title readers will learn about williams s
childhood in virginia his meeting in high school of friend chad hugo and their founding of the neptunes
williams s work with the neptunes is covered including their first hit britney spears s i m a slave 4 u williams s
career as a musician both with band n e r d and his solo work including his first album on my mind is covered
as are his many grammy award wins designer clothing lines and first book based on his song happy table of
contents map did you know fact boxes a snapshot graphic with vital information glossary and index are
included aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards big buddy books is an imprint of
abdo publishing a division of abdo
Pharrell Williams 2015-12-15 popular personalities come to life in big buddy pop biographies each book
examines a superstar s background challenges overcome along the path to fame and plans for the future short
sentences engaging paragraphs oversized photographs and colorful graphics will encourage reluctant readers
as they are inspired by these fascinating figures aligned to common core standards and correlated to state
standards big buddy books is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo
Big Buddy Pop Biographies Set 3 (Set) 2017-12-15 focusing on 15 of the most outstanding rockers of all
time a great retrospective and a great read interviews with bowie dylan lennon the sex pistols from the
archives of melody maker the longstanding authority on all things pop musical with glossy photographs on
every page and lengthy behind the scenes interviews this tribute to rock s elite will have broad appeal
publishers weekly
Rock 'n' Roll People 2000 pop is a fun orientated gift book with a whole range of stories pictures lists tid bits
and lots of things that have been forgotten from the world of pop music an illustrated annual style book of
what is fun strange bizarre and quirky about pop music packed with illustrations from the photographic and
written archives of the daily mirror
Pop 2010-02-15 meet finn wolfhard in this engaging title readers will follow wolfhard s career from his debut
television debut on the 100 his work on supernatural to his smash hit stranger things his music career with his
band calpurnia is covered and his charitable work with organizations such as sweet relief is also featured table
of contents map did you know fact boxes a snapshot graphic with vital information glossary and index are
included aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards big buddy books is an imprint of
abdo publishing a division of abdo
Finn Wolfhard 2018-12-15 will friedwald s illuminating opinionated essays provocative funny and personal on
the lives and careers of more than three hundred singers anatomize the work of the most important jazz and
popular performers of the twentieth century from giants like ella fitzgerald louis armstrong frank sinatra and
judy garland to lesser known artists like jeri southern and joe mooney they have created a body of work that
continues to please and inspire here is the most extensive biographical and critical survey of these singers
ever written as well as an essential guide to the great american songbook and those who shaped the way it has
been sung the music crosses from jazz to pop and back again from the songs of irving berlin and w c handy
through stephen sondheim and beyond bringing together straightforward jazz and pop singers billie holiday
perry como hybrid artists who moved among genres and combined them peggy lee mel tormé the leading men
and women of broadway and hollywood ethel merman al jolson yesterday s vaudeville and radio stars sophie
tucker eddie cantor and today s cabaret artists and hit makers diana krall michael bublé friedwald has also
written extended pieces on the most representative artists of five significant genres that lie outside the
songbook bessie smith blues mahalia jackson gospel hank williams country and western elvis presley rock n
roll and bob dylan folk rock friedwald reconsiders the personal stories and professional successes and failures
of all these artists their songs and their performances appraising both the singers and their music by
balancing his opinions with those of fellow musicians listeners and critics this magisterial reference book ten
years in the making will delight and inform anyone with a passion for the iconic music of america which
continues to resonate throughout our popular culture
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A Biographical Guide to the Great Jazz and Pop Singers 2010-11-02 meet popular boy band one direction in
this engaging title readers will learn about one direction s beginnings in the united kingdom and follow the
band s success from their start on the x factor to their albums up all night take me home four and the best
selling midnight memories the band s many awards are covered as is its charitable work with organizations
such as rays of sunshine in addition each band member is featured detailing individual achievements of each
table of contents map did you know fact boxes a snapshot graphic with vital information glossary and index are
included aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards big buddy books is an imprint of
abdo publishing a division of abdo
One Direction 2015-12-15 rihanna is known world over as a music icon but she is more than just a pop
princess over the past ten years rihanna has worked hard to break stereotypes develop a definitive style and
maintain creative control of her music in the process she s won dozens of awards including eight grammys
young readers will learn about the musician and businesswoman s life through easy to follow text accompanied
by dynamic full color photographs as well as direct quotes from rihanna herself
Rihanna 2017-07-15 delve into the extraordinary journey of britney jean spears the american singer often
hailed as the princess of pop in this comprehensive biography that chronicles her impact on the music industry
and her enduring influence on popular culture from her breakthrough with jive records at the tender age of
fifteen to becoming the best selling teenage artist of all time with chart topping albums like baby one more
time 1999 and oops i did it again 2000 spears rapidly ascended to global stardom with over 150 million
records sold worldwide and numerous accolades including a grammy award and 15 guinness world records
spears s impact on the music scene is unparalleled her evolution from teen pop sensation to a more mature
and provocative artist with albums like britney 2001 and in the zone 2003 is meticulously explored alongside
her ventures into film with the 2002 release of crossroads the narrative delves into the challenges spears faced
including highly publicized personal problems and her involuntary placement in a conservatorship after the
release of blackout 2007 often regarded as her best work the book captures her triumphant return with chart
topping albums like circus 2008 and femme fatale 2011 leading to her successful las vegas residency britney
piece of me the freebritney movement sparked by spears s legal battle over her conservatorship is explored
culminating in the termination of the conservatorship in 2021 following her powerful public testimony this
biography offers an in depth look at britney spears s iconic career her impact on the music industry and her
journey towards reclaiming control over her life and legacy a compelling exploration of resilience fame and the
enduring influence of an unparalleled pop sensation
Britney Spears 2024-01-26 offers profiles of pop musicians singers songwriters and groups
Encyclopedia of Pop, Rock & Soul 1989 ever wondered how katy perry and lady gaga rose to stardom
before she became the new queen of female empowering pop anthems katy perry began her career as a
struggling singer songwriter in the competitive world of the hollywood music industry a quick career
reinvention transformed katy hudson into katy perry and launched a methodical and thorough domination of
the music charts as an outspoken and ostentatious pop sensation katy perry swooped in to take the music
industry by storm setting sales and radio performance records with her upbeat and soaring pop choruses the
woman dubbed the new queen of pop burst onto the music scene in 2008 breaking sales records and taking
the music world by storm lady gaga s music steeped in artistic weirdness and big budget stage production has
proven to be both polarizing and enticing critics struggle to understand the real lady gaga as the artist has
spent the last several years crafting an intricate persona that many believe is a façade for more interesting
facts you must read the biographies grab your biography books now
Beyoncé 2018 michael jackson delves deep into the life artistry and legacy of one of the most influential and
iconic figures in the history of music from his early days as a member of the jackson 5 to his unparalleled solo
career and his enduring impact on popular culture this compelling biography unveils the captivating story of
michael joseph jackson born on august 29 1958 in gary indiana michael jackson s extraordinary talent was
evident from a young age as part of the jackson 5 alongside his brothers he captivated audiences worldwide
with his mesmerizing vocals and electric stage presence the book traces his journey as a young performer
highlighting his transformation from a child prodigy to a global sensation breaking away from his family group
michael embarked on a solo career that would redefine the boundaries of music dance and fashion with the
release of his groundbreaking album off the wall in 1979 he established himself as a force to be reckoned with
in the music industry the book explores the creation of his iconic music videos including thriller beat it and
billie jean which not only revolutionized the medium but also broke racial barriers and transformed music
videos into an art form as his fame skyrocketed michael jackson faced intense scrutiny and speculation
surrounding his personal life the book navigates through the controversies shedding light on his changing
appearance relationships and lifestyle choices it provides an in depth examination of the allegations of child
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sexual abuse the trials and the impact they had on his reputation and personal well being despite the
challenges he faced michael jackson s impact on music and popular culture cannot be overstated with his
signature dance moves including the iconic moonwalk he paved the way for future generations of performers
the book explores his artistic evolution through albums like bad dangerous and history showcasing his
continued innovation and his status as one of the best selling music artists of all time this book goes beyond
the headlines offering a comprehensive portrait of a multifaceted artist philanthropist and enigmatic figure
with meticulous research and insightful analysis this biography provides a fresh perspective on his life his
enduring musical legacy and the impact he made on the world it is a tribute to the unparalleled talent and the
indelible mark left by the one and only king of pop
Celebrity Biographies - The Amazing Life Of Katy Perry and Lady Gaga - Famous Stars 2023-09-09 the
king of pop s sudden death on 25th june 2009 shocked the world and a glut of hastily written biographies
quickly followed but this book is different this book is a revised and expanded edition of the no 1 best selling
michael jackson book on amazon com in the days and weeks following his passing now in response to
numerous requests from michael jackson fans around the world cadman halstead have completely revised and
expanded their best selling for the record as well as detailing the hundreds of songs michael was involved with
over the years solo and with his brothers the second editions also focuses on the king of pop s albums his home
videos his films and short films his books and his chart successes and it includes complete usa uk
discographies
Michael Jackson: The Biography of the Legendary King of Pop; His Magic, Moonwalk and Mask 2009
broadway star turned r b singer ariana grande was just eight years old when she set her sights on the stage
more than just a talented singer ariana is an astute businesswoman who knew what she had to do to make her
creative dreams come true what really makes this pop star stand out is her dedication to philanthropy after the
tragedy in manchester she helped raise over 13 million dollars for the victims with her one love manchester
benefit concert young readers will learn more about the singer s life and careers through easy to follow text
accompanied by dynamic full color photographs as well as direct quotes from grande herself
Michael Jackson for the Record - 2nd Edition Revised and Expanded 2018-07-15 dive into the extraordinary life
and unparalleled career of madonna louise ciccone the groundbreaking american singer songwriter and
actress known worldwide as the queen of pop this meticulously researched biography offers a comprehensive
journey through madonna s multifaceted career showcasing her continual reinvention artistic versatility and
unwavering control over every facet of her trajectory in the music industry from her early days as a dancer in
new york city to solo stardom with the debut album madonna 1983 the narrative explores the evolution of a
cultural icon who has pushed the boundaries of artistic expression in mainstream music madonna s chart
topping albums including the all time bestsellers like a virgin 1984 and true blue 1986 are highlighted
alongside grammy award winning releases like ray of light 1998 and confessions on a dance floor 2005 the
book delves into madonna s film career from standout roles in films like desperately seeking susan 1985 to her
golden globe winning performance in evita 1996 as a businesswoman she founded the successful maverick
records and ventured into fashion health clubs and filmmaking madonna s philanthropic endeavors including
the ray of light foundation and raising malawi underscore her commitment to charitable causes while her
advocacy for gender equality and lgbt rights reflects her broader impact on society with over 300 million
records sold worldwide madonna holds the title of the best selling female recording artist of all time her
dominance on charts groundbreaking music videos and record breaking concert revenue have solidified her as
a music and cultural icon inducted into the rock and roll hall of fame in 2008 madonna s influence extends
beyond her musical prowess making her a trailblazer in the realms of business philanthropy and activism this
biography provides an insightful and captivating exploration of madonna s unparalleled journey through the
realms of music film and cultural influence
Ariana Grande 1986 the definitive biography of oneof rock s most extraordinary legends
The Story of Pop 2010-01-15 popular personalities come to life in big buddy pop biographies each book
examines a superstar s background challenges overcome along the path to fame and plans for the future short
sentences engaging paragraphs oversized photographs and colorful graphics will encourage reluctant readers
as they are inspired by these fascinating figures aligned to common core standards and correlated to state
standards big buddy books is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo
Michael Jackson: The King of Pop 2024-02-03 a full length study of pop music phenomenon pharrell williams
by british music journalist paul lester
Madonna 2007 taylor swift s readers are invited to embark on an intimate journey through the remarkable life
and career of one of the most influential figures in contemporary music taylor alison swift born on december
13 1989 has not only redefined the boundaries of songwriting but has also left an indelible mark on the music
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industry and popular culture as a whole this meticulously researched biography traces swift s extraordinary
path from her early beginnings as a 14 year old aspiring songwriter to becoming a global superstar and
cultural icon swift s ability to connect with audiences through her lyrics musical versatility and artistic
reinventions is explored in depth showcasing her as a prominent cultural figure of the 21st century the book
delves into swift s evolution as an artist starting with her country music roots under the big machine records
label and her journey through various musical genres from country to country pop rock influences electronic
experimentation synth pop and even hip hop swift s evolution is a testament to her fearless creativity readers
gain insight into swift s chart topping albums and iconic songs from love story to shake it off blank space and
cardigan each marking a pivotal moment in her career the book also explores her personal and professional
growth her commitment to artists rights and women s empowerment and her record breaking achievements
including 12 grammy awards this book is a tribute to an artist whose storytelling prowess has touched the
hearts of millions around the world it s a journey through the life and legacy of a songwriting sensation who
continues to inspire and influence generations with her authentic voice and unwavering dedication to her craft
Iggy Pop 2018-12-15 dust off your mic and learn all about the history of pop music in this adorable board
book from elton john and madonna to beyoncé and prince pop music breathes life into melodies and makes us
want to dance hit the high notes along with the greats in this delightful baby book that introduces little ones to
the pop stars that started it all parental advisory may cause toddlers to start putting on living room concerts
Big Buddy Pop Biographies Set 4 (Set) 2015 a dual biography of entertainment legends elizabeth taylor and
michael jackson that explores their individual careers and personal lives leading up to and including their 25
year friendship
In Search of Pharrell Williams 2023-12-08 biography of pop group fifth harmony for beginning readers
Taylor Swift 197? from scoring hit after hit on the r b and pop music charts to slaying it onscreen as an actor
beyoncé does it all explore the personal and professional life of queen bey and follow her journey from a girl
who planned to become a superstar to her life today as a grammy winning singer with multiple platinum
albums
Story of Pop 2020-07-28 describes important moments and accomplishments in michael jackson s life in
graphic novel format provided by publisher
The Story of Pop 2017-06-06 biography of pop singer and actress demi lovato for beginning readers
Elizabeth and Michael 2017-12-15 usha uthup india s undisputed icon of pop music has serenaded an entire
generation of listeners with her unforgettable voice and continues to do so completing fifty years as a
professional singer in 2020 is just another milestone in her fabled career in this vivid biography srishti jha has
captured the entire arc of the queen of indian pop from her memorable childhood days in mumbai her first
gigs singing with jazz standard bands in chennai s glitzy nightclubs her meteoric rise as india s musical
sensation to her philanthropic work jha manages to weave a narrative that is colourful inspiring and bound to
keep any reader enthralled to the end usha uthup known for evergreen hits such as hari om hari rambha ho
and jeete hain shaan se among countless others has a voice that transcends genres when she takes the stage
in her elaborately designed saris and her trademark bindis she brings a unique liveliness unparalleled in the
realm of indian music jha meticulously maps uthup s sense of freedom her struggles and her constructive and
creative attitude towards work and life originally written in hindi by vikas kumar jha this is a pitch perfect
translation that offers the reader a front row seat to the life and times of the inimitable usha uthup
Fifth Harmony 2018-08-01 the king of pop was without any doubt the world s biggest entertainer of all time
michael jackson s tragic death shocked the world for weeks he was planning the biggest concert tour the
world had ever seen michael tried to hide his addiction to painkillers for years a doctor who visited his trashed
hotel suite in the mirage in las vegas said it is elvis all over again the pop star died of an overdose on june 25
2009 while preparing for his comeback tour the ultimate story about michael jackson s life his work as a
humanitarian his awards his music his problems with fame and finally his last days the whole story about the
biggest legend ever biography and memoir music 20th century celebrities king of pop michael jackson
humanitarian biographies memoirs musician pop thriller aid addiction videos albums fanclub legend icon
memorial funeral please visit michael jackson mobi for more information author jos borsboom isbn
9781447516927 pages 400
Beyoncé 2012 acclaimed music writer robert hilburn s epic and definitive rolling stone biography of music
icon paul simon written with simon s full participation but without his editorial control that reminds us how
titanic this musician is the washington post for more than fifty years paul simon has spoken to us in songs
about alienation doubt resilience and empathy in ways that have established him as one of the most beloved
artists in american pop music history songs like the sound of silence bridge over troubled water still crazy
after all these years and graceland have moved beyond the sales charts and into our cultural consciousness
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but simon is a deeply private person who has said he will not write an autobiography or talk to biographers
finally however he has opened up for robert hilburn for more than one hundred hours of interviews in this
brilliant and entertaining portrait of simon that will likely be the definitive biography publishers weekly
starred review over the course of three years hilburn conducted in depth interviews with scores of paul simon
s friends family colleagues and others including ex wives carrie fisher and peggy harper who spoke for the first
time and even penetrated the inner circle of simon s long reclusive muse kathy chitty the result is a deeply
human account of the challenges and sacrifices of a life in music at the highest level in the process hilburn
documents simon s search for artistry and his constant struggle to protect that artistry against distractions
fame marriage divorce drugs record company interference rejection and insecurity that have derailed so many
great pop figures as engaging as a lively american tune people paul simon is a straight shooting tour de force
that does thorough justice to this american prophet and pop star usa today four out of four stars read it if you
like simon read it if you want to discover how talent unfolds itself stephen king
King of Pop 2017-12-15
Demi Lovato 2022-06
The Queen of Indian Pop 2011-03-15
Michael Jackson 2019-05-28
Paul Simon
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